-Unless global turn to correct,saving food become difficult as time go onBy anywhat one tell,global surplus heat were positive,temperature never go down.
Even though,forcused global intelligence could save this fatal planet.'10/11/23
2010/11/18
[１]:The fatal Climate Facts,but not become Disapair !!.
⑴The unprecedental abnomalization of global climate in 2010.
In 2010,you could recognize the global climate disasters,big floods in
Pakistan and China caused by transfered hudge evapolated water from hotter
equator zone,and the transfered dried air caused unprecedental big and long
days fires in Russia.In Japan,heat up summer lasted more than a month.In
the other hand,south America encountered unprecedental colder winter caused
many cattle and people died.In this way,the disasters attacked the foods
product(and living infrastructure) to cause higher international prices.
⑵The essential cause＝surplus heat input on globe(radiative forcing＝1.6W/m2).
You could account {Debt＝Income－Outgo},which now has been punishing all of us.
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"Those are caused by CO2 emission".
So long as debt(the surplus heat input)was positive,none could turn temperature
down,which would cause more climate disasters on (foods & houses)on globe.
Bigger fluctuation would cause extreme climate of hotter and colder due to
increasing of heat exchanging betweeen hotter equator and north(south) pole zone.
<<coarse interpretaion on the big fluctuated hotter and colder climate>>
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Push & pull fluctuating forces are increasing among hot input and cold output.

⑶Possibility Increasing of Methane Catastrophe in lid-less Arctic.
Serreze: Arctic is “continuing down in a death spiral.Every bit of evidence we
have says the ice is thinning.”,September 9, 2010
⒜http://climateprogress.org/2010/09/09/julienne-stroeve-nsidc-scientist-arcticsea-ice-melt/
⒝ice-freesummer-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear.
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-icefreesummer-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear
Note both observed data ⒜ and theoretical prediction ⒝ agree with nearly 2013.
⒞"No one can say right now whether that will take years, decades or hundreds of
years," she said. But one cannot rule out sudden methane emissions.
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html
⒟Methane releases from Arctic shelf may be much larger and faster than
anticipated.ScienceDaily (Mar.5,2010)
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/03/100304142240.htm
[２]:Never be despair !.
Above mentioned facts would cause you dismay,or feeling of checkmate in game,
but becoming despair may be conspiracy.
⑴Arctic decline could be stopped by constructing water gate preventing
evil ocean heat input at nallow and shallow Bering strait.
Now it's mere an authors hope,but may be not impossible,if all of you wish.
While dangerous heat input into Arctic were prevented,we could manage to
yeild more time(about 30 years)to deduct CO2 drastically to establish stable
climate.Now author could not have detailed data,but coarse estimation implying
its sucessful possibility.Why is it conspiracy ?.For examaple,
⑵Why could it be told conspiracy ?. For examaple,....
⒜Those who know the most reality on CCC are scientists(IPCC),however they don't
seem to have sentenced the sever fact to policy makers,etc.Above all,if you
knew the reality of nothing effective results against CCC,you could agree.
Their frequent excuse is that a climate science has uncertainty in anytime
anyplace.However a policy decision could be executed by comparing probability
(expected value) of between yes or no.The climate decline never be hidden any
more.Those who had been decieving would be punished before long years.

⒝Forestization is effective and executable,but such big movement could not be
seen in the world stage,but the contrary are accelating.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/videos/2007/0407-possible_fix_for_global_warming.htm
⒞Above all,increasing carbon energy has been accelating by capitalism the
globalization.Yes it's upside down world the very evidence of conspiracy.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/11/101121160229.htm
A mass deception(false) for people is making upside(true) down.
.....Allen Daress the former CIA chiefe secretary.

[３]:The most difficulty now is outrageous concealing on the facts against all.
In the matter of course,you would have doubt why they could do such outrageous
danger conspiracy causing possibility of own perishing.One possibility is that,
by warning not easily recognizaable for them,they could not turn the status quò
due to outrageous inertia of capitalism proliferating.By anyhow,they could
neglect inconvinience for the time being(the mass paralysing of innocent).The
2nd possibility is operation EMD GAME conspiring final suvibing struggle by
making intended,but hidden big crisis (CCC)causing mass perishing due to their
eugenics ideology(NAZIS).The 3rd is the very Fundamentalism in Christianism
foretelling the final judgement and the doomsday(John's revelation).In meaning
of the 3rd,the 2nd(the Satan)becomes very faithful to God's will to punish
mankind who follow Satan and could not correct own error and sin.
This chapter is devoted for phycho analysis on why we have been in failure and
on how to overcome those.Those may be more serious than climate facts.
⑴Why those has been neglected untill the situation had become so worse at now??.
This is the kernel point in Climate Change Crisis(CCC) problem.Conclusionaly
to tell,it's may not problem of science,but is that of stubborn will of the
status quò(hegemonism in global capitalism).They never admitt the fatal failure.
⑵"We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless
in purpose, and insiduous [insidious] in method" by D.Eisenhower in 1961.
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
This is the warning against fascism in USA by military-industry complex.
Some of them were imported to USA from NAZIS being against Jewish power.
The NAZIS has been survibing with their dangerous obstinate phylosophy.

⑶A despair ruling in ending era of white prosperous Euro-USA the modern
civilzation promoters.
Note that UN and IPCC chiefs now are not white men,but Korean and Indian,who
are in status deciding mankind destiny.It does not seem an accident,but an
intentional by those who should be blamed in facing possibility of global
catastrophe.Once they had been proud on their success of prosperity of material
civilization,however,now it turned to fade and to become even catastrophic.
In the other hand,Christianism messaged by Jewish people terribly persecuted
for long time,now reveales the reality(prophecy on the doomsday).Thus they
noticed own failure and are freezing due to now era becoming outrageous awful
one,but can not find the excuse.Thus the phylosophy considered genuine for long
time in modern times has revealed to be upside down.They consiously or
uncousiously turn to opt sucide.
⑷Operation END GAME.
⒜the back ground.
This maddness ruling now becomes wide in global,atheistic in character, ruthless
in purpose,and insiduous in method.By global solidarity,people must emergently
be awaken for this evil ruling and escape from confusious upside down now state
becoming gradually hell.By anyhow,those have been terribly and outrageously
deception by narcotism the modern material prosperity.Once people became
interested in gainning commercial profits with material prosperity plesures,they
used to be too busy in bussiness to care on actual Satanic appearence of global
capitalism,which,in fact,has simuletaneously and hiddlenly been promoting
mankind perishing.People who have established to save basic foods and housing
tend to pursue their vanity against others.A global capitalism growing now is in
fact relying on those absurd vanity motive.It also true that being poor in
livelihood might cause richer others contempt.The terrible example of ultra
vanity nation may be USA the show-window of capitalism toward world.Cosequently
people endeavor to get higher income with more pleasures,which turn to promote
extremely wasteful commercial soceity.This decadance would propagate to world
wide.Thus the too much doing is to cause own catastrophe such as CCC with oil.
Traditional agriculture civilization was stable one,while too industrialized one
is not stable due to enormous carbon energy consumption.A local covinience could
never be global one.A modern local mankind became too selfish than ancient one
who had foreseen global mankind destiny(the religions).

⒝Making crisis is favorable chance in hegemony struggle:essense of the maddness.
The typical example is the secret society skull and bonnes became famous due to
the Bush family(supported NAZIS establishment and imported NAZIS person to USA
after the war to establish CIA),whose phylosophy is outrageous that "
Ⅰ:people and nation are being exploited by dictator nobility hereditary.
Ⅱ:perpetual struggle against enemies setting up.
Those were due to G.W.F.Hoelgel the Preusen phylosopher in 18 century.
"An era of peace without conflicts is mere a white page in history.It is too
tedious and not suitable for mankind".They are told becoming unrest in peace.
http://www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf
⒞With incredible hatered motive,defeated NAZIS survibers in USA pledged revenge
against the global Jewish power and they gathered power in US military industry
complex with CIA.Then they noticed CCC in the early times,and then also thought
of it as an oppotunity to make the final struggle(operation END GAME).
"We face a hostile ideology global in scope,atheistic in character,ruthless
in purpose, and insiduous in method" by D.Eisenhower in 1961.
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
⒟People must notice United Nation has been their sub-organization.
A typical example may be IPCC(1988/8) and COP3(Kyoto protocol).IPCC scientist's
very efforts of the studies of predicting climate now has become indispensable,
though,at least untill now,result for saving planet are substantially nothing
effective.For what has been all those?,those are wasting time not to escape
from catastrophe.On the contrary,COPs has been absurd shows how people
became selfish in debating on CO2 reduction for preventing catastrophe.
⒠Warning by religions may be correcting errors and sins of mankind,and be the
prophecies on punishment on mankind who could not correct.
Then note that God never wish punishment,but mankind-themselves would have
caused own world hell(suicide involving many other spieces).Bad is mankind who
has been adhering and could not correct the status quò causing planet perishing.

[４]:The Heavenly World Wish the Planet Saving.
Religous prophecy is valid in comprehensible genuine scinece.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
⑴Prof.Jucelino Nòbrega da Luz.<Note on the nature and this wonderful Planet>
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
09/11/2005,Messages: Humans around the world.
We need to change our hearts and to stop destroying the nature. We have to
believe that nature will react against us. Since December 31 2007, we are going
through a big change in the nature. We should be careful about what GOD gave us,
this wonderful Planet.

The future already started
Prof. Jucelino Nobrega da Luz

⑵Henry Paulson(US Treasury Secretary)the former Goldman Sachs CEO.
As for him,a key word may be "Natural Healing".
Paulson was raised in Barrington Hills, Illinois, as a Christian Scientist.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_Christ,_Scientist
In 2008, Time named Paulson as a runner-up for its Person of the Year 2008,
saying,with reference to the Global Financial Crisis of 2008: "if there is a
face to this financial debacle,it is now his.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Paulson#Early_career
Fortune Magazine: Hank Paulson's secret life
http://www.pbs.org/wsw/news/fortunearticle_20031229_01.html
Natureservary News Room: Biography of Henry Paulson,Jr.
http://www.nature.org/pressroom/leadership/art11950.html
⑶The prophecies(＝warning) by three modern musicians.
Listen carefully their lilycs⒜⒝and dramatical progression of piano sounds⒞
⒜Save the children by Marvin Gaye in album "What's going on",1971.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM
⒝Jumping Jack flash by the Rolling Stones,1968.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxpfBWMOlOk
⒞"Taward the flame(Vers la Flamme)" by Alexandre Scriabine in 1914.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

[５]:Forcusing Global Intelligence could save this fatal Planet.
Dangerous heat input into Arctic with methan catastrophe possibility could be
prevented by constructing water gate at Bering strait.Stopping temperature rise
also could be accomplished by sinking atmospheric carbon by growing large scale
vegitations including algae in marine.By anyhow,now it's time to make global
solidarity to Forcus Global Intelligence on these emergent problem.So none has
time to waste in any local disputes anymore.The possible future may be one when
anyone must judge it better to be able to save only food.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece

APPENDIX-1:Briefe History of the CCC(Climate Change Crisis).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_climate_change_science
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/features/200409_methane/
1827:Green house Effect by J.Fourier.
1861:Geen House effect Gas(water vapor,CO2,CH4,ozone,..)by J.Tyndall.
1896:Arrhenius,prediction of global heating by CO2.
1961:Eisenhower warning on the military-industry complex in USA.
1967:CO2 radiative forcing calculation by Manabe & Wetherald,
1972:Limit to the growth by the Club Rome.
1985/10:Villach the first world meeting on the Global Heating.
In mid of 21th-c,temperature rise would become unprecedent in mankind history.
1988/06:J.Hansen,global heating testimony in US congress.
1988/08:Inter governmental Panel on Climate Change(IPCC).
1995:COP1,
1995:(Methane)clathrate gun hypothesis by J.Kennet,J.Dickens.
1997:COP3(Kyoto the first world Protocol).
2000:S.Katoh,methane catastrophe warning in Japan congress.
2007:IPCC,the 4th Assesment Report(AR4).
"Anthropogenic warming could lead to some impacts that are abrupt or
irreversible,depending upon the rate and magnitude of the climate change.{3.4}".
Arctic ice cover area recorded minimum in summer.
2010:Arctic ice cover volume recorded minimum in summer.
Global average temperature recorded maximum.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/09/100919104002.htm

